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Twenty-two miles off the coast from 

San Felipe and easy to see from the bay, Isla 

Consag is accessible by a one-hour panga 

ride (on calm seas), in the Sea Of Cortez.  

The fishing around the island is 

phenomenal.  In 2010 the conditions were 

favorable for a surge in sargassum growth 

around the island creating excellent 

conditions for triggerfish hatchlings to drift 

and hang out safely near the water’s 

surface.  Here they grew for 2- to 3-months 

and reached a length of about 7-inches.  

Now, two years later those hatchlings are 

12- to 14-inches long and ready to tease 

your fishing skills.     

“Triggerfish”, you ask?  Yes.  Unless 

you have eaten one, you are so missing out.  

This is easily one of the best-tasting 

delicacies from the sea.  They are not easily 

found in most eateries.  A chef-friend of 

mine in a 5-star restaurant would 

occasionally ask his purveyors for triggerfish 

and they would tell him to call an aquarium!  

The meat is tender, moist, and oh-so-

delicious and now you too can enjoy a great 

day of fishing followed by an outstanding 

meal. 

There are about forty different 

species of triggerfish found all over the 

world and having caught them off San 

Felipe and Manzanillo, Mexico, they are 

nothing short of amazing.  These “gray” 

triggerfish in Mexico, in fact are not so gray 

at all, but rather a gorgeous spectrum of 

blues from pale to deep.   

With dog-like teeth (used for 

crushing shells), a very bad temper and 

remarkable intelligence, they are not so 

easy to catch.  These guys are aggressive!  

Living and nesting in the relatively shallow 

(50- to 300-feet deep) rocks around Isla 

Consag, triggerfish are hostile with any 

intruder including other fish as well as 

divers.  They are notorious bait-stealers 

nibbling everything they can that is 

attached to a hook, and often not the hook  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

itself.  If triggerfish had a motto, it would be 

“munch and run”.  When you do set your 

hook, be prepared for a fight as they will jet 

right back into the rocks from where they 

came, usually cutting your line.  Bring lots of 

8-ounce sinkers and 1/0 and 2/0 circle 

hooks.  Steel leaders are not a bad plan 

either.  The best baits are small strips of fish 

skin or squid mantle and always woven 

twice past the barb.  It is a good idea to 

begin fishing on the bottom (in the rocks) 

and if this proves unsuccessful, come up 5- 

to 10-feet, with tight line tension 

(absolutely no slack) and give them another 

chance to become your dinner.  Filleted and 

grilled simply with salt, pepper and a splash 

of lemon, you will not be sorry. 

With many rooms for rent and great 

camping available, a weekend trip to San 

Felipe and over to the island is a great 

getaway which is both affordable and 

exciting.  Why not take your shot and get 

trigger-happy?  

SCHERIE DEE proudly displaying one of 

many triggerfish caught on a recent trip to 

Isla Consag; dinner was outstanding! 

 

 


